
Cinematic points of views of female filmmakers in the urban space

The selected short film will be screened as part of the Wild Cinema 
event in public space.
Possibly a trailer will be shared in advance in digital networks if 
available.

Unfortunately, we can not cover travel costs, but we are happy
to welcome every filmmaker and crew that visits and participates!

SUBMISSION CONDITIONS       Tell everyone!

 - Short films by filmmakers
 - every genre possible
 - length max. 20 min.
 - multiple submissions possible, please submit separately
 - Demonstration format HD file
 - Any language, but with English subtitles
 - 12 to 15 films will be selected for the event

More information and the submission form at stiege-ulm.de.
If you have any questions, please contact us via e-mail.

Deadline: August 22, 2018 to mail@stiege-ulm.de

Organized by Stiege Ulm, Anna Mönnich and Ricarda Hartmann

 

Name fimmaker 

Film title

Lenght
   max. 20 minutes, at best 8-15 minutes
Synopsis

Date of completion

Premiere   Yes at   
   No 

Previous festivals

In which series do you think the film belongs? 
Protest (06.09.) / Vision (07.09) / Soul (08.09) / no preference

Would you take part in a panel discussion?  Yes     No
            after the presentation of the films
Link to the film

Password

The curators select the films, legal recourse is excluded. Signature

Stiege Ulm, Donaustraße zum Rosengarten 1, 89073 Ulm / www.stiege-ulm.de

Kimberly Meenan, The Grand Quest of Stiege
Ausstellung: 9. August. - 9. September 2018

Eröffnung: Do. 9. August, 19 Uhr 
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Filmstill MAMA by Anna Mönnich, 2018

 SUBMISSION FORM

SISTER’S WILD CINEMA
  an event within the framework of the Sister‘s Summer at Stiege Ulm

http://www.stiege-ulm.de/?project=sisters-wild-cinema
mailto:mail@stiege-ulm.de 
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